


We are working together with 
SuiteLife Arts for Youth to make 
a difference in our communities.

Proud to support the 
StArt Youth Presenting 
Art Festival.
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I am honoured to be working with this committed group of young people. In 2011, 
Melicia Sutherland, Osvaldo Sales, Melissa Mather, Travoy Deer, Veronica Almeida, 
Carly Emmanuel, Jessica Peters, Mia Vanessa, Ornella Khalonji, Steven Walters, Ryan 
Baron and Steve Vargo   came together as a team, created StArt Youth Presenting Art 
and “StArted something”…..

StArt YPA’s mandate to create opportunities for their peers resulted in the StArt Youth 
Presenting Art festival; making it possible for Scarborough’s young emerging artists to 
have a platform from which to share their creative endeavours. The StArt Youth Pre-
senting Art festival is in its 4th year! 

I am very proud to be a part of a project that fosters creativity, collaboration, enthusi-
asm and determination.

Reaching beyond the StArt YPA Festival, Melicia Sutherland, Travoy Deers and Mimi 
Starikova took the initiative to start their own individual mentorship projects: sharing 
their time, talents and skills with their communities. 

The unwavering commitment of founding StArt YPA members Melicia Sutherland, Os-
valdo Sales, Melissa Mather, Veronica Almeida and Travoy Deer’s to their community 
has inspired many to “get involved…to start something.”  This year, Cherise Solo-
mon, Elijah Xmith, Rubaiyat Ashna, Mimi Starikova, Shubatha  Devamanoharan, Kyle 
Robinson, Ashish Shukla and Manar Hossain joined the team. Together this dynamic 
group has mounted a festival whose artist and volunteer participation is remarkable. 
Congratulations!

Looking forward to next year!

Denese Matthews
SuiteLife Arts for Youth, Founder Creative Director
StArt Youth Presenting Art, Senior Co-ordinating Mentor

Statement from  

StArt YPA Senior Co-ordinating Mentor
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SCARBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS

SCARBOROUGH, STAND UP! 

Stand up Scarborough you deserve to be in the  
limelight. I’m from a place where we rock 416 with 
pride. Where entrepreneurs from the bloc chose not to 
sling rock but create viable business like 5ives on Top. 
This is a place where we watch the powerful RISE of 
young people like Randel Adjei. I’m proud to know Men 
like Soul-R who turned a dream into an organization like 
IMPACT ‘n Communities that empowers youth. Where 
women like Camesha Cox create literacy programs to 
enrich the lives of our most precious commodities, where 
men like Mark Stoddart create works of art that speak to 
education and social activism. 

Scarborough is a place where a group of 12 youth came 
together to form StArt and the Youth Presenting Art 
Festival: providing this wonderful place with accessible 
and quality arts education that will ensure to continue 
Scarborough’s rich legacy of impeccable talent…We are 
story tellers, depicting daily life through our lenses and 
keeping record of our space in time. We are activists  
creating positive changes in our community; we are  
lovers of beauty, tone, texture, movement and sound.  
It is a great honor to be blessed with the ability to  
create, and it is a responsibility that we as artists do  
not take lightly.

These people make me proud to call Scarborough home

#my city is better than yours!!! Turn down for what!?!?

Melicia Sutherland

Snowflakes
by: Alyssa Vidal
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MEMORIES StArt Youth Presenting Art Festival 2013
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ALYSSA VIDAL

Pathway
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Sunflower
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Five. More. Minutes, you manage to mumble
Just five more,

Barely even alive, you fumble to hit that way too easy to reach 
snoooze button.

You smack the time right out of your consciousness, blessed that you 
now have a bit more time,

to rest, you rest in the dark with your warm up to your heart. 
With eyes closed, having no idea how fast time goes. 

 
After what seems to be a few seconds of rest, your eyes are pried 

open to see the rest, the rest of the matter around you. Who knew? 
that there was actually life outside of your bedroom.

{ BY: ELEE STALKER FIVE. 

Marigold
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}Absorbing the fresh air, your gaze meets the clock, which clearly displays, up....
TIME IS UP!
And you woke up just a little too late.

It’s easy to set into certain sleeping habits.
Like rushing to work or not caring what comes next. Or, not looking in the eyes of 
those who love you the best. It’s easy to forget about your own special spark that 
glows especially bright when you’re not so suddenly sound asleep in the center of a 
silent slumber.
Sometimes people need a lot of warmth before they shed their blanket of comfort.
...And sometimes, people need a lot of sunshine before they will start to wake up.

DANIA ANSARI

MORE. MINUTES

Scenes of 
South Asia

[ https://www.etsy.com/shop/MyriArt ]
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ASHLEY PLEASANT

 Fine Art 4. Resinebula

Fine Art 7. Jacob

Fine Art 3: Jellyfish
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Fine Art 5
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HRISTINA BELVSKI

Summer Dream

Waking River
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C H OI C E

}
{ CONRAD CURT WALLACE

Maybe patience is a virtue. 
Well, I'm patiently waiting for a time where I can 
look deep into her eyes and say I love you.
I'm not settling for less, always aiming for the best, 
but I will be honest aiming for the best is hard and 
sometimes I fall short on occasions.

Thoughts brew, blended with temptation lust and 
fornication engulf my mind.
They say watch your thoughts they become words, 
watch your words they become actions, watch 
your actions it becomes your character, watch 
your character it becomes your destiny.
Well I don't want my destiny to become a tragedy 
all because of the root cause my thoughts. 

Aren't you tired of relationships with no depth? 
Meaningless conversations that need some spice and 
some zest, and you know the only thing 
keeping you two together is just sex, and you don't 
want to admit it.
Baby pops into the picture what's next, an abortion 
or contemplating marrying someone that should 
have been your ex.
Side effects of this drug called sex.
Kids trying to use it
Men trying to abuse it
And some women give birth to new life just to steal 
an unwelcome invitation into a rich man's life. 

I'm not trying to say being a virgin is 
good and having sex is bad.
Remember everything begins with 
your own thoughts and intentions. 
So your destiny can be whatever you 
want it to be, think about it.

I know it's hard to raise a baby. 
Condoms break 
Hear me, condoms break,
And when they do some of us are 
in trouble.
So to avoid future insanity
I try to keep a sane mentality.
Love myself so eventually I can 
give love to somebody else.

Virgin you're a virgin? 
Yes I'm a virgin.
I believe that practice makes perfect.   
Practice perfecting my morality, while  
holding on to virginity, so I can  
consummate my marriage, intimately.
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KAILEY STEVENS

First Sign of Spring

Rusty Ride
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Frozen in Time
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I am from the CrAZy…KooKoo…In-
sane…Psychedelic mushroom forest of 
Wonderland, with the simpatico smile 
of the Cheshire Cat dancing in my 
head.

I am from the dark midnight sky, a 
mysterious and captivating sight.

I am from the brown skin touched by 
the tropical heat in the Jamaican and 
Trinidadian Islands, and the Decem-
ber snow of my home and native land 
Canada.

I am from the adorable Hello Kitty with 
the radiant red bow of innocence.

ve of goodness on my tongue.

I am from Pavlov’s conditioning, when 
I think of pickles my mouth starts wa-
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WHERE ALIZÉ 
IS FROM BY: ALIZÉ DE MATAS

I am from the CrAZy…KooKoo…Insane…Psychedelic mushroom forest of Wonder-
land, with the simpatico smile of the Cheshire Cat dancing in my head.

I am from the dark midnight sky, a mysterious and captivating sight.

I am from the brown skin touched by the tropical heat in the Jamaican and Trinida-
dian Islands, and the December snow of my home and native land Canada.

I am from the adorable Hello Kitty with the radiant red bow of innocence.

I am from the month of the smooth crystalline structure of the blood red Garnet 
associated with my birth stone. 

I am from the fortunate series of events that led me to read the unfortunate series 
of events by Lemony Snicket, a distraught tale of the three orphaned siblings  
Sunny, Claus, and Violet Baudelaire.

I am from all Hallows’ eve the Celtic festival of Samhain when days get shorter 
and shadows get longer.

I am from the creamy purple Taro bubble tea, I love the chewy sensation of tapio-
ca pearls mixed with the delicious milky wave of goodness on my tongue.

I am from Pavlov’s conditioning, when I think of pickles my mouth starts watering.

I am from the smell of sweet luscious bakery muffins mixed with the ever so subtle 
smell of pine trees.

I am from the heart-warming smell of laundry detergent on hot cloths right out of 
the dryer.          

I am from the moral philosophical world of Japanese anime, where characters are 
metaphors for determination, forgiveness and loyalty.

determination, 
forgiveness  
loyalty.
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 JAMES OKORE 

Untitled 5 Untitled 2

, 

[ facebook: James Okore’s Art ]
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Untitled 3
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Untitled 4
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FIVE 
MORE 
MINUTES

CHOICE
WHERE 
ALIZÉ IS 
FROM

Alize De Matas

Celeste De Peiza

Deepika Elango

Edwina Chu

Alex Smith

Brandon Roberts

Debora Mbanianga

Rol

Alyssa Vidal

Charmie Deller  
Renee Ashanta Henry

Denzyl  
Holder-Layne

Elee Stalker

Ashley Pleasant

Conrad Curt  
Wallace

Diviya Elango

Hrstina Belevski

Big Mike

Dania Ansari

Dylan Smith

James Okore

6- 7 16

10-11

8-9 22 23 12

14-15

13 8-917-19
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4:13 AM

Terra Pham

LSK Chirstopher 
Nguyen

Jedi Amoako

Patrick Walters

Saganan  
Thusjyanthan

Leena Tsihira

Jaye Chris

Mariah Brooks

Tristen Dryden

LSK Dequan 
Clarke

Jennifer Fryer

Randell

William Ye

LSK Mahindra 
Ramcharan

Kailey Stevens

Ray CreatesRahees Ravendran

LSK Shajid Islam

Khadija Aziz

Rubaiyat Ashna

StArt PYA Artists

29 26 28 32-33

32-33

38-39

24-25
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East Collective
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When I see you,
The world becomes so weightless, I feel like flying 
and defying gravity
When I see you,
My heart stops. My life tends to go in reverse. And 
it’s that much more difficult for me to breathe.
When I see you,
There are a thousand butterflies flying around me, 
and the only thing in my sight is your eyes bringing 
me back alive

When I see you, 
The world has turned into an inscrutable figure, cre-
ating a barrier between you and me
When I see you, and if I do
I would break the rigid wall separating you from me, 
and take you to a world where we are freeBY: DEEPIKA ELANGO

D
EEPIKA

 ELA
N

G
O

{
WHEN 

I SEE 
YOU }

Obscurity
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BY: DIVIYA ELANGO

A secret, I behold
That which I silently cherish
Deep within my quiet conscience, 
I’ve buried you.
A mystery.

Tastes like salt,
Like my tears alike.
For beginnings are wary,
And beginnings are slow,
Let’s not start over.
For it is you, I secretly behold

Oh, mysterious creature,
Don’t dwell in my heart.
Unknown, Quiet and hidden
Take me home,
Come alive.}

}
UNKONWN, 

QUIET  
AND  

HIDDEN

Rudiment of Life
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KHADIJA AZIZ

Noise Over the Sunset
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Why is Everybody Laughing at Me
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{RAY CREATES

TogethernessThe Power of Unity

Billie Holiday

[ www.raycreates.com ]
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}{ I write love poems about relationships I’m not supposed to have. 
Relationships not about him & I Relationships about how much I lie to get to you.Relationships that would make my mother go crazy.These relationships could cost me a brother. These affairs are forbidden, My love for you has to stay hidden.In a box preferably under my bed with a note attached to the top that reads “my 

little box of happiness”.
I write poems about relationships I’m not supposed to be having, causing havoc. 
I write love poems about how much the blade loves my wrist
The syringe and my vein The bottle and my lips Your hands and my hipsThe flame and my cigaretteI write poems about relationships I regret. Ones I can’t forget. I was your heroine, you were my heroin. I was your first kiss, you were my first sipYou loved how artistic I was. You taught me how to use my forearm as a canvas.

I was your “everything”, and you were my only thing.
You made me disappear, but I was already faded when you found me
You healed all my scars and hid my little box of happiness. 
You became my little box of happinessI NEED MY LITTLE BOX OF HAPPINESS. 
See, I’m not used to living without it. I write love poems about the magician loving the addict. 
You were nothing but a magic trick and I Was nothing but an addict.

4:13AM BY: LEENA TSIHIR
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Sharing a Sunset

RUBAIYAT ASHNA

Ballence of the Koi
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RAHEES RAVENDRANAbove All Grace
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DANCE 
GROUP
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2014
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Dark Night Bulb Sun Rise Rain Drop Leaf

Galaxy
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SAGANAN 
THAN

TERRA
 PH

A
M

TD Tower

Freedom
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WILLIAM YE 

Form and Strength 2
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Form and Strength

[ www.williamye.com ]

[ facebook: William Ye Photography ]
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Denzyl  
Holder-Layne Elee StalkerBreanna LakhanBlesy Gallardo Deepika Elango

Hristina Belevski Jadiba RamishaFrancesca PabaleFei Chen
Francis Joseph 

Fajardo

Travoy DeerOsvaldo SalesMelissa MatherMelicia Sutherland

FOUNDING 
START YPA 
MEMBERS

Veronica Almeida Manar HossainKyle Robinson

TEAM 
MEMBERS

Ashish Shukla

Shubatha   
Devamanoharan Rubaiyat Ashna Mimi StarikovaElijah XmithCherise Solomon

Antoma Treelon Ayesha KhaderAlexandra Vidal Andre Taylor

VOLUNTEERS
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Suvabna 
Theivendrampillai

Zahra Kamal

Ramya  
Sivakumaran

Shalom Del  
Mundo

Naifa Jafor

Jennifer Liu

Rizwana Bangi

Onira Alamgir

Junaid Mirza

Whitney Blessing

Radia Kamai

Sakina Merchant

Milan Yang

James Okore

Valerie Severino

Purav Chheda

Sagar Shukla

Michelle Blessing

Jaimie McClyment

William Ye

Rakavi Kirupa

Maggie Liu Michael TangKate PangilinanKasia Smith Livia Ganesh

Saumia  
Sivakumaran

Mohd Asad 
Merchang

Jeevithan Krishna

Aamira Patel
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PASSION
LOVEDRAM

A

DANCE
MUSIC

THEAT
RE

CREATIVITY

COMMITMENT1997

2012

1998 2000

2013

2014

1999

2011
2010

2009

StArt YPA THANK YOU

in October for the 2014 program

SuiteLifeARts.org
416.691.3269
AUDITION
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PASSION
CREATIVITY DISCIPLINE

COMMITMENT

EDUCATION

2006

20042002

2008

2003

2005
2007

2001

The StArt Youth Presenting Art team is privileged to 
be presenting the fourth annual StArt YPA Workshops 
and Festival. With the support of the following people 
we have realized our dream.  

Denese Matthews/SuiteLife Arts for Youth whose on-
going mentorship has helped us make our dream of an 
ever growing Scarborough StArt YPA Festival into a 
reality, and Marva Ollivierre/Doe Eye Media Produc-
tions whose tutelage in the Business of Arts Manage-
ment played an integral role in helping us build and 
maintain a strong foundation.  

We are grateful of the Artist/Teachers who generous-
ly contributed their time and talent to the StArt YPA 
Workshops: Conrad Coates (acting), Matthew Cuff 
Cambell (dance), Christopher Cushman  
(photography), Nicole Brooks (singing), Miguel 
Pinzon (fine arts) and Sean Mauricette “Subliminal” 
(spoken word). 

A special thank you goes out to the Scarborough 
community whose ongoing support makes this much 
needed event possible: Theatre Scarborough for  

sharing the Scarborough Village Theatre with us; Scar-
borough Village Recreation Centre for donating space 
for our workshops; Christ Church for allowing us the 
space for our weekly meetings and auditions; Action 
for Neighbourhood Change/Scarborough Centre 
for Healthy Communities and YouthLink/Pathways to 
Education who provides us with workshop space and 
helps us with community outreach. We want to thank 
our sponsor TD Bank; the Toronto Arts Council; City 
of Toronto in partnership with Toronto Cultural Ser-
vices-Arts Services; the  
Scarborough Mirror; Rogers TV; Long and  
McQuade; Massey Hall/Roy Thomson Hall; the Royal 
Ontario Museum; the Ontario Science Centre; Metro 
(food store), and  SuiteLife Arts for Youth. 

We are especially grateful to the Trillium Foundation 
for their unwavering support and financial contribu-
tions. Thank you! 
 
And, we want to give a big shout out to all the  
amazing Youth Artists and Volunteers who joined us  
to “StArt Something!”
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